THE SERAPHIC FIRE EXPERIENCE

2019-2020 SEASON
FORT LAUDERDALE CONCERT SERIES
HILDEGARD | HANDEL | RUSSIAN ICONS

SERAPHIC FIRE
2753 CORAL WAY, STE. 401
MIAMI, FL 33145

“Hello, we provide you with an opportunity to explore the rich historical and multi-cultural tapestry of choral music. Join us as we celebrate the artistry of choral works, covering over 800 years of music composed for the human voice.”

Patrick Dupré Quigley, Artistic Director

SERAPHIC FIRE

2019-2020 SEASON

SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGES NOW AVAILABLE

8 CONCERT PACKAGES AS LOW AS $240

For additional information, please visit seraphicfire.org

“The singing was CRYSTALLINE AND COMMITTED”
The Philadelphia Inquirer

“Wonderfully CRISP AND CELEBRATORY”
The Washington Post

“One of the best excuses FOR LIVING IN MIAMI”
al Nuevo Herald
ORDER TODAY!
CONVENIENT WAYS TO ORDER:

Call 305.285.9060
Monday–Friday 9AM–5PM

24-hour online ordering at
seraphicfire.org/subscriptions

For questions on subscription packages, you can also reach us at info@seraphicfire.org

2019-2020 SEASON AT A GLANCE

HILDEGARD OF BINGEN: ORDO VIRTUTUM (PLAY OF VIRTUES)
NOVEMBER 16-17 | PATRICK DUPIRE QUIGLEY, CONDUCTOR
Hildegard of Bingen is universally revered as one of the greatest minds of the Middle Ages. The works of Seraphic Fire bring her rarely-rehearsal-old tapestries’ Ordo Virtutum (Play of Virtues) back to life.

MUSIC | Becca Ratun | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale | Miami Beach

A SERAPHIC FIRE CHRISTMAS
DECEMBER 13-14 | JAMES K. BASS, GUEST CONDUCTOR
The incomparable visions of Seraphic Fire resonates in carols, ancient and modern, in this new Christmas program, featuring Gregorian chant, Renaissance styles, English carols and the traditional singing of Silent Night and O Christmas Nativity.

MUSIC | Becca Ratun | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale | Miami Beach

ICONS: RUSSIAN CHORAL MASTERWORKS
JANUARY 15-16 | ELENA SHARKOVA, GUEST CONDUCTOR
Russian choral traditions come to life in the heat of esteemed conductor Elena Sharko. In her return to Seraphic Fire, Sharko conducts a program of ascending beauty that is as characteristic of Russian choral music.

MUSIC | Naples | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale | Naples

THE ENLIGHTENMENT FESTIVAL
FEBRUARY 12-23 | PATRICK DUPIRE QUIGLEY, CONDUCTOR
A celebration of music of some of the world’s greatest music. Seraphic Fire’s Enlightenment Festival focuses on the music that Handel, Haydn, and Bach wrote with an emphasis on Classical and romantic works.

MUSIC | Naples | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale | Naples

Bach: Coffee and Concerts: Coral Gables | Ft. Lauderdale | Becca Ratun

Bach: Coffee and Concerts: Naples | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale

Haydn: Arias and Arias: Naples | Ft. Lauderdale | Naples

NORTHERN LIGHTS: MUSIC OF SCANDINAVIA
MARCH 11-13 | HARRISON BERNSTEIN, GUEST CONDUCTOR
Ragnar Bohlin, director of the San Francisco Symphony Chorus, conducts an evening of choral music from Scandinavia, featuring folk harpwork, singing stringed and farflung choral effects.

MUSIC | Naples | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale | Naples

HANDEL: MESSIAH
APRIL 16-18 | PATRICK DUPIRE QUIGLEY, CONDUCTOR
For the first time since 2004, Seraphic Fire and Patrick Dupire Quigley perform Handel’s complete Messiah is concerts to benefit Seraphic Fire’s education and music advancement programs.

MUSIC | Naples | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale

BIEBL: AVE MARIA MUSIC FOR MEN’S CHORUS
MAY 3-5 | JAMES K. BASS, GUEST CONDUCTOR
Festive Bach meets the work of Johann Sebastian Bach. A work for an all-male German Fronleichnam in the summer of 1600. Seraphic Fire performs the Beaux and explores the tradition of sacred music for men’s choir that inspired this sacred work.

MUSIC | Naples | Coral Cove | Ft. Lauderdale | Miami Beach

2019-2020 FORT LAUDERDALE CONCERT SERIES

ALL SAINTS EPISCOPAL
333 TARPON DRIVE, FT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33301

SAT, NOV 9, 7:30PM
HILDEGARD: ORDO VIRTUTUM
ENLIGHTENMENT FESTIVAL
HANDEL: ACRISUS & LARTEREA

SAT, DEC 15, 7:30PM
A SERAPHIC FIRE CHRISTMAS

SAT, MAR 14, 7:30PM
NORTHERN LIGHTS: MUSIC OF SCANDINAVIA

SAT, APR 10, 7:30PM
HANDEL: MESSIAH

SAT, MAY 9, 7:30PM
BIEBL: AVE MARIA

PREMIER SUBSCRIPTION
$399 EACH
Get up close and personal with Seraphic Fire with the best seats and opportunities to engage with our artists throughout the year!

Reserved open seating: Get the best seats for each performance!

Free ticket to a special chamber concert in February 2021!

Invitation to a pre-concert reception to meet the artists of Seraphic Fire

Invitation to a post-concert talk with artistic director Patrick Dupire Quigley

Invitation to a “town hall” conference call with Patrick Dupire Quigley and the artists of Seraphic Fire

Invitation to select Seraphic Fire open rehearsals

Access to Seraphic Fire Youth Initiative education concerts

UPGRADE CERTIFICATE is Reserved-by-Name Seating for one subscription concert

Plus all benefits of Standard Subscription.

STANDARD SUBSCRIPTION
$240 EACH
Get the lowest price to see Seraphic Fire in concert, plus CDs and flexible ticket exchanges.

Autographed Seraphic Fire CD signed by Artistic Director Patrick Dupire Quigley

Flexible Ticket Exchanges for Seraphic Fire performances throughout South Florida

No Processing Fees on subscription packages or additional tickets purchased

Live Recording CD of a select 2019-2020 Season performance

Pay if Forward Tickets, donated back to Seraphic Fire will be distributed to community organizations.

For information on Seraphic Fire concert packages in Becca Ratun, Coral Gables, Miami Beach, and Naples, visit seraphicfire.org/subscriptions or call 305.285.9060

Photos courtesy of the Greater Miami Convention and Visitors Bureau